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6. TRANSMITTER BATTERY INSTRUCTION laWifr IC@S4 

Do not disassemble 
P4 IL If 4.#4V Step 2_,  

Open the battery cover on 
the back of the controller. 
9illEltSCth.1.173f. 

Put in 4 AM attedes. P ease follow by the 
right "s" and " " sign, as the picture shown. 
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For the beginner, we'd suggest that the accelerating scope on the transmitter should be made within 40%-60% (Small Action Mode). You can 
make appropriate increase or decrease according to your own operating proficiency. 
Itir41.1041.02 (+41V1/St) 	 iti712011121`AIR1tRIMUSEA74M51SA, -1015131•4tgg. 40%, 
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Please read carefully the explanation before flight -81i1Uiffardetli5tlAiX116 

When beginner flies the quadcopter in the air, if quadcopter could not fix position hover 
but could not be trim controlled, could place the quadcopter on a horizontal surface, push 
the left throttle towards left bottom and push the right throttle towards right bottom at the 
same time, till quadcepter lights start flashing, and remote controller beeps rapidly, means 
the quadcopter has regulate itself to be stable for flight 

ffi*4.41.1-trra-th*an=oort, 
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Adjustment of each trim -Mtsiitypnill 

Slowly raise the throttle stick and just as the helicopter lift-off 
the ground, you can use the tin) to correct the action if the 
helicopter leans Ina diffemt direction. 
1d141-hltiff11(1454f W-bE11141.11qATFiSffirtti "4-0=r6 
11APTIAV=q, 1441:IgtdiXtERMft.. 

1. Adjustment of rudder trim 
Just before the helicopter lift-off, the nose lean left / right... 
When leans right, adjust the trim to left side. 
When leans left, adjust the trim to right side. 
1 latlaf8060t4ti 
tt t(trfftlEW0fiWflt. /4716alM/5Arsit44... 
[L]t44404, MArNti.RV. 
rt-1.1.44r1, 14501451. 
2. Adjust the trimmer of the direction rudder 
When the aircraft is taking off, the aircraft flies to Forward/Backward. 
When flying forward, the trimmer should be adjusted downward. 
When flying backward, the trimmer should be adjusted upward. 
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When the flying saucer is flying in the air, press the Tumbling Key on 
the right control lever of the transmitter, the direction lever is pushed 
to each direction such as Left/Right/Forward/Backward, the flying 
saucer will make 360 degree of tumbling action In different direction. 

4P-FiE#2ANN,14-fat3CROVIIPiii. triAT 
fffl/t/T0/ri'fa]fff "li8k4Itt=r3601Tf71f714s. 
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Flipping Function: titiittgAbr 
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3. Adjustment of aileron trim 
Just before the helicopter lift-off, the body lean left / right... 
When leans right, adjust the trim to left side. 
When leans left, adjust the trim to right side. 
3. illiMPIRMtla 
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Headless mode  /  One-key-return function: 	/-tibidfadlttbr 
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When the quadcopter flying forward, press down the throttle shortly, quadcopter starts Headless mode, 
then the quadcopter could fly freely without limit of quadcopter direction. When the quadcopter loses 
its direction, keep press the throttle constantly, quaqcopter starts mode of one-key-return and fly back 

to remote controller, then push the throttle, the quedcopter starts hover. 
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• Make sure that no peolpe or obstructions in the vicinity. 
• You must frist practice hovering for flying safety. This is a basic flight action. 

(Hovering means keeping the flight vehicle in mid air in a fixed position) 
' Please stand approximately 2 m diagonally being the flight vehicle. 

• 611f/ltitlidiaE-PMA,•ngfrfftlfti, 
• 137-tiTlin-*.i iff tSsiKkaS%t A14, Az7.-MISiftg,1*e. 
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10. TROUBLE SHOOTING DURING FLIGHT tr_115111a1 t-irliMIAR 

Situation 
iltZR 

Cause 
MN 

Way to deal 
Tf15 

1 

Load the battery into the flying saucer, 
the indicator on the flying saucer will keep 
flashing and there is no reaction when 
operating. 
41_t5EI50. -tif_tft4N,T,kTIVA 
Atf, MI aM 

The transmitter fails to make decoding 
with the flying saucer successfully. 

jaing-tTungav] 

Please re-make the decoding action between 
the transmitter and the flying saucer. 
111Efiff4Wili454-taffin11i!om 

2  L 
No response after battery is connected 
to flight vehicle 
40±-tMFgitt1{-i-g•jkAfinKM 

1.Please check if the transmitter and the 
flying saucer are connected with the 
power or not 

2.Please kindly check the batteries inside 
the transmitter or batteries inside the 
flying saucer if there is insufficient power 
with the batteries. 

3.Please kindly check if the "+" 1-° polarity 
plate of the battery are well contacted 
or not 

1. 411*i.i ma, 13 -MVA WI*iffi & t5 
2,*tiaggna4A- 66Ettig ra.T-$Ii218zia 

ttA5 
3. FS.;tfaCY-  1. -15fittT ft 

f Switch on the power of the transmitter and 
make sure the batteries inside the transmitter 
are well contacted. 

2.Batteries being fully charged should be used. 
3.Load the batteries once again, please confirm 

if the contact between the battery and the 
"+" ',battery plate is normal or not. Push the 
throttle lever, the main engine won't be 

rotating and the indicator of the flying saucer 
will start flashing. 

I. #7351tIA240fiiiktiAIZ1.Atii.ffi 
2. 11915'c±A Cigiat VIFSA 
3. IENTAESII, IIIVAESISo ESISI45(ftA-

eIatIVA*E'l 

3 
When push the throttle lever, the main 
engine won't be rotating and the indicator 
of the flying saucer starts flashing. 
titg)/AillIff Iht.itill.TiOM, WftfLO 
ii194S,In4T)=FMN4.. 

Flight vehicle battery depleted, 
/MISR FAI*FKETX 

Fully charge the battery, or replace with a 
fully charged battery. 
14 rt,It3trhAA#A-11EitIril ,h1 
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4 
Main rotor spins but unable to take off. 
-a41119M*M%45fLIShrt 

1.Deformed main blades. 
2.Flight vehicle battery depleted 
t. titilAF.:: 
2. -M$A110.ETZ 

,.Replace main blades 
2.Charge or replace with folly charged battery. 
1. ti*thkil 
2. IhliPliP.AMM#P-"NAtfahEo.3t 

5 Strong vibration of flight vehicle 
-teff•MitIST* 

1. Deformed main blades 
t. tiZIESiti:Fa 

1.Replace main blades 
1.1511511 

6 
Flight vehicle still wonders forward after 
trim adjustment during hover 
-t4ffigli-AVIM4itS 

1.Gyroscope midpoint not 

1, 06558F24Actlti 

1.You can adjust the transmitter to the 
Auto-calibration Mode or restart it and 
re-make decoding. 

1- 72.114i.E201E-04AIMA, a4 
11)=FEI1311-1 
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The flying saucer is fallen down and lost 
balance and can not fly. 
-tiglEkMAt-TOrt7LEA 

1.Gyroscope midpoint not 
1. it9 ikil:iV,3if 

You can adjust the transmitter to the 
Auto-calibration Mode or restart it and 
re-make decoding. 

1. TINZ1C.ENJAITILIEZI4NA, 1515 
mmTFtragwyl 
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A. PRE-FLIGHT PREPARATION 

1. Propellers installation 
Please install the propeller accurately, the propeller on the flag A 

should be installed to the arm sign A, the same, when the installation, 
to the leaves, the opposite direction, arm exposed steel shaft 
corresponding, press down into the propeller hole ,The installation, 
the force can not be too large, can not make it deformed or damaged! 

A r B 

B 
	

A 

2. Arms folding order 

Arms folding order-fold the front 
arms near the camera first, then 
the back arms (opposite when 
unfold them) 

3.Lithium battery instruction 

Hold down the battery spring button, as shown, gently pull out the battery, 
the charger plug and computer USB port link, and then the charger's red plug 
in accordance with the standard positive and negative direction into the 
battery port. (Note that the distinction between direction, Prohibit the 
opposite direction of the insert) charging, USB indicator light, the battery is 
saturated, the indicator light off, charging time is about 90 minutes! (For 
safety reasons, make sure the battery is in your line of sight when charging) 

When assembling the battery, please pay attention to distinguish 
the direction, balance the alignment direction and gently press the 
battery in place, buckle position and the main body, to fasten. 

4.Attentions to lithium battery usage 

• There is a certain risk when using lithium battery.It may cause fire, 
body injury or property loss.Users must be aware of the risks of 
using this product.Manufacturers,retailers and dealers do not bear 
any responsibility once accidents occu r,so please read the safety 
guidelines and charging instructions carefully before operation. 

• if battery leakage occurs,please avoid contacting your eyes and 
skin with eletrolyte.Once it happens,please wash your eyes with 
dean water and seek medical care immediately. 

• Please remove the plug immediately if you sense any peculiar 
smell, noiseor smog. 

• Please comply with the following requirements strictly,or it may 
cause fire, electric shock or explosion. 

Battery Charging 
• Please use the charger from original factory to ensure your safe 

usage. 
• Do not charge the dilatant or outworn battery. 
• Do not overcharge the battery,Please pull out the charger once the 

battery is fully charged. 
• Do not charge the battery next to inflammables or on the surface 

of electro-conductive objects,When charging please observe the 
battery at all time. 

• Do not charge batteries which not cool down yet. 
• The charging temperature should be between Or to 40 C . 

Recycle 
• Do not deal with the related equipment as daily rubbish,The 

damaged/unusablebatteries should be put into the designated 
container. 

• This equipment is composed of electronic elements and batteries. 
For electronics garbage,please dispose then according to the special 
requirements. 

• Please familiarize yourself with th local garbage disposal method. 

E.ACCESSORI ES 

`rlullber Name /la ntity Number Nerre Quantity 

D1 Up cover of enclosure 1 
08 ktoe 4 

02 Down cover of enclosure 1 09 Gear 4 

03 
Propeller 4 0 Battery 1 

04 Up cover of arms(A) 4 USB charger 1  

3 Down cover of arms(A) 
4 = Ca meara plate 1 

06 Dawn cover of arms(B) 
4 

D7 Circuit board 1 

allibtat 

10 11 12 

01 02 03 
I 

04 05 06 

07 08 09 

1 .Wifi connection 

1,Use your phone to scan the following two-dimensional code, download 
the factory name for the .11( UFO APP control software, this product 
supports Android Figure 1, Android (Googie play) Figure 2 and iOS 
Figure three system! 

Android 	Android(Google 	 IOS 
Play) 

2. Before use, please open the aircraft power switch, the aircraft on the flat 	1. Return 
The whole ground, open the WiFi link interface, connect the WiFi name to 
(WiFlUF0 - ###) as shown in Figure 2. 	 2. pictures 

3. The recorded video 

4. Documentation 

14.360 degree rollover 

15. The throttle control 

16/17. Right I left rotation 

18/19. Left / right side fly 

11.1.11.• 5. speed: 30% / 60% / 100% 20/21. Forward I back 

1,Q It Wi-Fl 
6. The fixed-height mode 22/23 front. / Rear trim 

7. Gravity sensing mode 24/25. Right I left rotation trimming 

Wi- L 8. Show / Hide control interface 26/27. Left / right side fly fine-tuning 

9. Display Settings menu 28. A key take-off 

WIFI- U FO 10, Reverse the lens 29. a key drop 

11.3D display 30. Emergency Stop 

12. headless mode 

13. gyroscope correction 


